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ABSTRACT
Many online social networks can be described by signed net-
works, where positive links signify friendships, trust and like;
while negative links indicate enmity, distrust and dislike.
Predicting the sign of the links in these networks has at-
tracted a great deal of attentions in the areas of friendship
recommendation and trust relationship prediction. Exist-
ing methods for sign prediction tend to rely on path-based
features which are somehow limited to the sparsity problem
of the network. In order to solve this issue, in this paper,
we introduce a novel sign prediction model by exploiting
cluster-based meta paths, which can take advantage of both
local and global information of the input networks. First,
cluster-based meta paths based features are constructed by
incorporating the newly generated clusters through hierar-
chically clustering the input networks. Then, the logistic
regression classifier is employed to train the model and pre-
dict the hidden signs of the links. Extensive experiments on
Epinions and Slashdot datasets demonstrate the efficiency of
our proposed method in terms of Accuracy and Coverage.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search Retrieval]: Information Fil-
tering; J.4 [Computer Applications]: Social and Behav-
ioral Sciences
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1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing popularity of social networks allows online

users to participate in online activities conveniently. Users
can form positive links with others through friendships in
social network websites, e.g., Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn,
etc, as well as establish negative relationships, e.g., distrust,
foes, in websites like Epinions, Slashdot, etc.
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In order to help users better connect to others, a set of
link prediction methods have been explored to detect the
latent relationship in the networks which may link two users
together in the future[6, 7, 9]. Existing link prediction algo-
rithms can be roughly divided into two groups, which corre-
spond to supervised and unsupervised methods. Supervised
methods consider the link prediction problem as a classifica-
tion problem by using the existence of links as labels, while
unsupervised methods make use of the topological proper-
ties of the snapshot of the network[7, 11].

Typically, link prediction methods only consider the pres-
ence/absence of a connection between two nodes, and ignore
the possible sign of the connection. However, in signed net-
works, not only the link prediction problem is important, but
also correctly predicting the sign of the links matters. Ex-
isting sign prediction algorithms mainly rely on path-based
features, and the effectiveness of these models depend on
the number of paths between the target nodes[1, 5, 8]. That
is to say, the accuracy of prediction is higher for edges with
larger values of embeddedness (embeddedness is the number
of paths with length two between the target nodes). How-
ever, the sparsity problem is serious in real networks. As
a result, it will be quite difficult to find such kind of paths
connecting arbitrary nodes in such sparse networks.

Our proposed method for the problem is motivated by the
meta paths based relationship prediction model proposed
in heterogeneous information networks[10]. Different meta
paths capture different semantics between any two vertices
in the networks, which consider not only the regular paths
between nodes, but also the structural information of the
networks. It has been verified by Sun et al.[10] that the
prediction accuracy of meta paths based models are usu-
ally higher than other traditional path based models, e.g.,
Personalized-PageRank[2], SimRank[3]. By extending their
intuition into the homogeneous networks, we assume that
two nodes are more likely to be similar in the networks if
their neighbors belong to the same clusters. Based on this
intuition, we introduce the cluster-based meta paths, which
can efficiently alleviate the sparsity problem appeared in
pure path based sign prediction models by employing not
only the local information of nodes, but also the global struc-
tural information of the networks.

The contributions of our work can be summarized as fol-
lows. First, we propose a novel cluster-based meta path
which incorporates meaningful network structural informa-
tion into path-based features for link prediction in signed
networks. Second, we show the effectiveness of cluster-
based meta path features by thoroughly comparing the pre-
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diction results generated by pure path-based features and
cluster-based meta path features of different cluster layers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the notations

are defined in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the proposed
sign prediction model. The experiment results and analysis
are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this
study with future work.

2. PRELIMINARY
A signed network can be denoted as a graph G = (V,E,Σ)

where V = {1, 2, ..., |V |} is a finite set of nodes of the graph.
For ∀ui, uj ∈ V , E consists a set of directed or undirected
edges ei,j between two nodes. The third component of the
graph is a mapping Σ : sei,j → {+1,−1} giving a sign to
each edge, where sei,j = 1 represents that positive relation-
ship exists between node ui and node uj , while sei,j = −1
means that these two nodes share a negative relationship in
the graph.

3. THE APPROACH

3.1 Problem definition
Formally, given a graph G = (V,E,Σ), and a test edge

ei,j ∈ E whose sign is hidden, the problem is to infer the
disappeared sign of the edge ei,j based on the information
extracted from the rest of the graph.

3.2 Meta Paths
In a heterogeneous information network schema, two enti-

ties can be connected via different paths, which usually carry
different semantic meanings. In this paper, we use the meta
path definition from [10] in a network schema as follows:

Definition 1. Meta Path(MP)

A meta path P = A0
R1→A1

R2→ ...
Rl→Al is a path defined

on the graph of network schema TG = (A,R), and defines a
new composite relation R1R2...Rl between type A0 and Al,
where Ai ∈ A and Ri ∈ R for i = 0, ..., l. A0 = dom(R1),
Al = range(Rl), and Ai = range(Ri) = dom(Ri+1) for
i = 1, ..., l − 1.

Different meta paths usually contain different semantics
in a heterogeneous graph. The following examples are two
representative meta paths in the DBLP network schema:

P1 : paper
PublishedIn−−−−−−−−→ venue

PublishedIn−1

−−−−−−−−−−→ paper

P2 : paper
Contains−−−−−−→ term

Contains−1

−−−−−−−−→ paper
Meta path P1 defines the relationship of publishing in the

same venue for two papers. Intuitively, if two papers pub-
lished in the same venues, these two papers seem to belong
to the same research area. P2 captures the relationship of
sharing similar research topics between two papers. It can
be seen that meta paths can capture different relationships
hidden in the network, which are extremely helpful to cap-
ture the structural information embedded in a heterogeneous
graph.
Now let’s think about the role of entity ‘venue’ in the

above meta paths. Many papers are published in the same
venues, therefore, ‘venue’ can be considered as hubs which
have the attribute of attracting large volume of other types
of entities in the networks. Inspired by this phenomenon,
we begin to think that whether it is possible to introduce a

type of entities which can be considered as hubs in homo-
geneous networks. Intuitively, a cluster containing multiple
nodes is exactly qualified for this requirement. Therefore,
in the setting of homogeneous networks, we first introduce
the definition of node-based meta paths as follows, and the
cluster-based meta paths will be discussed in the next sec-
tion.

Definition 2. Node-based Meta Path(NBMP)

A node-based meta path is defined as U
R−→ U

R−1

−−−→ U ,
where U ∈ V , R represents composite relations between any
pair of nodes in the networks, and the link type R−1 is the
inverse of relation R. Simplest instances of node-based meta
paths are the paths with length two, which can be denoted
by p : ui − uk − uj , where ui, uk, uj ∈ V , and ei,k, ek,j ∈ E.

3.3 Cluster-based Meta Paths based Sign Pre-
diction Model

The proposed model can be executed in three steps. First,
in order to investigate how the network structure influence
the quality of meta-paths, we hierarchically clustering the
input network and adding a set of new entities into the in-
put network based on the newly obtained clusters of differ-
ent layers. Second, defining features based on meta-paths
which include the entities of clusters. Third, predicting the
signs of links using the logistic regression classifier.

Note that, in the first step, plenty of algorithms can be
used for the hierarchical clustering task. In this paper, we
employ the InfoMap clustering algorithm proposed in [4],
where the input is the signed networks with both positive
and negative links, and the output is the hierarchical clus-
ters. Based on the newly obtained clusters, we introduce the
definition of cluster-based meta paths as follows:

Definition 3. Cluster-based Meta Path(CBMP)

A cluster-based meta path is defined as U
R−→ U

B−→
Cx

B−1

−−−→ U
R−1

−−−→ U , where U ∈ V , R represents composite
relations between two arbitrary nodes. Cx signifies the clus-
ters in the xth layer. B denotes a node belongs to cluster
Cx, and B−1 is the inverse of relation B. Cx,y(Cx,y ∈ Cx)
means the yth cluster in layer x.

Figure 1 is a simple example describing how cluster-based
entities can be added to the input network. As we can
see that, 3 first-layer clusters C1,1, C1,2 ,C1,3, as well as
2 second-layer clusters C2,1, C2,2 are obtained through clus-
tering and added to the network as some super nodes. For
example, nodes u1, u2, u3, ui belong to the first-layer clus-
ter C1,1; and nodes u9, u11 belong to the first-layer cluster
C1,3 and second-layer cluster C2,1. The solid links represent
the relationships with known labels between nodes in the
input network, and the dotted links denote edges with hid-
den signs (For simplicity, the directions and signs of links
are omitted.).

Suppose the nodes ui and uj are two target nodes, the
neighbors of node ui are u1 and u9, and the neighbors of
node uj are u2, u5, u7, u8 and u11. According to Definition
2, only 2 instances of node-based meta paths exists in this
graph, that is, p1 : ui−u1−u2−uj ; p2 : ui−u9−u11−uj .
However, according to Definition 3, there are 4 instances of
the cluster-based meta paths existing in the first layer, and
1 instance in the second layer: p11 : ui−u1−C1,1−u2−uj ;
p12 : ui − u9 −C1,3 − u7 − uj ; p13 : ui − u9 −C1,3 − u8 − uj ;
p14 : ui−u9−C1,3−u11−uj ; p21 : ui−u9−C2,1−u11−uj .
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Figure 1: A toy example describing the relations between
nodes and clusters.

In fact, paths p11, p14 and p21 are equivalent to node-based
meta paths p1 and p2. However, there are two more cluster-
based meta paths, e.g., p12, p13, which include the structural
information of the network by exploiting clustering. In other
words, our proposed cluster-based meta paths can guarantee
having sufficient number of paths between nodes, which will
effectively alleviate the sparsity problem.
Feature computation. The values of CBMP features

can be computed by the number of path instances follow-
ing meta paths of different cluster layers between the target
nodes ui and uj . For example, the feature vector for edge
ei,j in Figure 1 can be denoted as fi,j = {f1, f2}, where
f1 : 1× 1 + 0 + 1× 3 = 4, f2 : 1× 1 + 0 = 1.
Note that, it is more efficient to employ matrix multiplica-

tion to find the path instances than directly searching paths
in the whole dataset. Two types of matrices are essential
for the multiplication in our setting: one is the Node-Node
Adjacency Matrix ; the other is the Node-Cluster Belong-ship
Matrix representing the relationships between each node and
each cluster of different cluster layers. Due to limited space,
we will not discuss it further. Please refer to [10] for more
detail.
Learning methodology. Following the method in [5,

8], we apply the logistic regression classifier to do edge sign
prediction based on both the node-based meta paths features
and cluster-based meta paths features. Logistic regression
learns a model as follows:

p+(sei,j ) =
1

1 + e
−(a0+

k∑
m=1

amfm
i,j)

(1)

The coefficients {a0, ..., ak} are learned from the train-
ing data using maximum likelihood estimation, and k is the
number of features. If p+(sei,j ) ≥ 0.5, there exists a positive
relationship between nodes ui and uj , else negative results
are obtained.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

4.1 Datasets Description
Two real-world online social networks are used in the ex-

periments, namely Epinions and Slashdot downloaded from
http://snap.stanford.edu/data/. Both the networks have ex-
plicit sign labels on the links. By preprocessing the datasets,
we filter out the nodes which only exist in positive links or
negative links. The statistics of datasets we used in our
experiment are shown in Table 1. From this table we can

Table 1: Statistics of the datasets
Epinions Slashdot

# of nodes 114,476 75,144
# of links 807,894 537,665
Fraction of + links 88.83% 79.06 %
Fraction of - links 11.17% 20.96%
Sparsity 99.38% 99.04%

conclude that both the datasets are quite sparse and im-
balanced, i.e., more positive links exist than negative links.

4.2 Methodology and Metrics
We evaluate the proposed method using a leave-one-out

methodology: each edge in the testing network is succes-
sively removed and the methods try to predict the sign of
that edge using the rest of the network. In order to avoid
over-fitting, we adopt 10-fold cross-validation. We randomly
created 10 disjoint test folds each consisting of 10% of the
whole number of edges in the networks. For each test fold,
the remaining 90% of the links serve as the training set.
Then the accuracy and coverage are generated by averaging
them over the 10 folds.

Since the datasets are quite imbalanced, we follow the
methodology of [5] and create a balanced dataset with equal
numbers of positive and negative edges, so that random
guessing yields a 50% accuracy. In order to assess the per-
formance of the methods, we computed the accuracy of the
prediction results as Accuracy = CE

|E| , where CE and |E|
represent the number of edges for which the sign is correctly
predicted and the total number of edges in the network, re-
spectively. Another evaluation metrics we are interested in
is the prediction coverage: Coverage = PE

|E| , where PE is

number of predictable edges. The coverage metric measures
the degree to which the missing data can be predicted and
covered relative to the whole dataset.

4.3 Results Analysis
In this study, 5 groups of meta paths based features have

been used when implementing the proposed model:

p1 : U
R→U

−R→ U , p2 : U
R→U

B→C
B−1

→ U
R−1

→ U ,

p3(4,5) : U
R→U

B→C1(2,3)
B−1

→ U
R−1

→ U
In order to decrease the complexity, we treat the com-

posite relations R as the adjacency relations, therefore, p1
is degraded to the simplest path-based feature with length
two; p2 is a special type of cluster-based meta path where the
whole dataset is considered as a super cluster; p3, p4 and p5
are cluster-based meta paths of the first cluster layer, second
cluster layer and third cluster layer, respectively. The rea-
son for selecting the first three cluster layers can be found
in Section 4.4. Note that each R can have two directions
(inlink, outlink) and two signs (positive, negative), that is
to say, each type of meta paths feature is composed of 16
sub-features. Thus we have 16× 5 = 80 features in all.

In order to demonstrate the efficiency of our proposed
cluster-based meta paths features, we compare the predic-
tion accuracy and coverage metrics of the sign prediction
models based on different features. SBP represents social
balance based features which are proposed in [5], and AllMP
denotes a combination of node-based meta paths features
and cluster-based meta paths features.

From Figure 2 we can observe that, pure path-based fea-
tures, e.g., SBP and NBMP, perform a little bit better than
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Figure 2: Accuracy of the predictor based on different meta
paths features.
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Figure 3: Coverage of the predictor based on different meta
paths features.

random guessing, which is consistent with the results re-
ported in [5]. In our consideration, this is mainly caused
by the sparsity problem of networks. Not enough balanced
triads or node-based paths can be found in such sparse
datasets, which largely influence the accuracy of the pre-
diction results. CBMP achieves better results than NBMP.
The reason is that CBMP captures not only the local in-
formation, but also the global topological features by graph
clustering as we have discussed in Section 3.3. In addition,
consistent with our intuition, the best prediction accuracy is
achieved by AllMP features, which verifies the fact that any
one type of features cannot singly produce the best result.
Figure 3 shows the coverage. CBMP and AllMP yield bet-

ter coverage rate than SBP and NBMP, which demonstrate
that our proposed cluster-based meta paths features can ef-
fectively alleviate the sparsity problem in real networks.

4.4 Effect of hierarchical clustering layers
Figure 4 describes how the prediction accuracy is influ-

enced by cluster-based meta paths of different cluster lay-
ers. When the clustering layer is 0, the whole dataset is
considered as one big cluster, substantial meta paths can be
found, which makes the final result inaccurate. When the
clustering becomes fine-grained, the results get better. This
can be explained as informative network structures are gen-
erated with the fine-grained clustering. As we can see that,
the results are getting stable when the cluster layer reaches
3. This is because the sparsity problem is serious in much
too fine-grained clusters, therefore, few cluster-based meta
paths exist in these cluster layers.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have introduced the cluster-based meta

paths based model which can effectively alleviate the spar-
sity problem in sign prediction tasks. By hierarchically clus-
tering the input networks, newly generated clusters are added
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Figure 4: Accuracy of the predictor based on CBMP of dif-
ferent cluster layers.

to the networks and incorporated into cluster-based meta
paths. The logistic regression classifier is employed to pre-
dict the hidden signs of links based on the proposed meta
paths features of different cluster layers. Extensive compar-
ative experiments demonstrate the efficiency of our model.

One of the main issues in defining meta paths is how to set
the length of meta-paths, in this paper, we set the composite
relations R as the adjacency relations for simplicity. In the
future, we will find out how to set a proper length of cluster-
based meta paths. Besides, it is interesting to see how the
accuracy will be like if different kinds of clustering methods
are applied.
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